Webinar EIC Accelerator Equity and Due Diligence Process
25th June 2020, 10.30h-13.00h CET

Agenda

10.30h Welcome remarks
   Alexandre Marques
   ANI - National Innovation Agency

10:35h Equity for seed and early-stage - InnovFin TT
   Setting a fund on Technology Transfer - Process and Lessons Learned
   Pedro Ribeiro Santos
   Armilar Ventures Partners

10:50h Due Diligence on the investment process
   Key aspects on the negotiation with investors
   Pedro Ribeiro Santos
   Armilar Ventures Partners

11:25h Q&A

11.40h EIC Accelerator and EIC Fund
   Key aspects on the EIC equity operations
   Stéphane Ouaki, tbc
   European Commission

12.00h EIC and the Equity Agreement negotiation
   Equity Agreement and due diligence process
   Yu Zhang
   Fabrizio Morgera
   European Investment Bank

12:40h Q&A

13:00h End of the session